of agreement are included, the number rises to 98.2-99.4% agreement. Using CHROM for presumptive identification of pure or predominant organisms, UCA was in agreement with manual identification in 251 of 272 cultures (92.3%). Of the 21 discrepant organisms, 19 were classified as "other" by manual reading but were identified as specific organisms by UCA. Definitive organism identification was not performed.
Conclusion. UCA was able to accurately categorize bacterial growth into five semi-quantitative categories using five media types. Pure and predominant uropathogens were accurately identified from CHROM using UCA. The use of UCA software application may enable laboratories to save time screening urine cultures by allowing more efficient use of technologist time.
Disclosures. All authors: No reported disclosures. Methods. MRSA PCR was performed using Xpert SA Nasal Complete (Cepheid; FDA-cleared and modified). Results were retrieved from January 2017 to July 2018 for adult in-patients who received both AN and OP testing within the same calendar day. Medical charts were reviewed for a clinical course, respiratory culture results, and effect of discordant PCR results.
Clinical Impact of Addition of
Results. AN and OP MRSA PCRs were performed on 1,419 adult inpatients, concordance was 96.5% (n = 1370, see Table) . In 38 of 49 discordant cases, PCR was used to evaluate the etiology of pneumonia. Of those, 22 (58%) had LRT culture results available within 48 h to direct therapy. We further evaluated the value of OP PCR by focusing on AN-/OP+ (n = 22) discordant results, of which 16 were used to evaluate pneumonia. LRT culture results were available in 7 (44%) of these cases. Three had isolation of MRSA; however, the remaining 4 were culture-negative but still received vancomycin for an average of 5 days. Of the 9 that were AN−, OP+, and without culture results, only 4 had clinical signs and symptoms consistent with MRSA pneumonia. OP MRSA PCR is $303.
Conclusion. OP and AN MRSA PCR screening are highly concordant in patients with pneumonia. 355 AN/OP PCRs (4/1419), at > $100,000 in additional healthcare costs, were needed to detect one potentially missed MRSA pneumonia compared with AN PCR only approach. Our results suggest addition of OP MRSA PCR: (1) has limited clinical utility for pneumonia evaluation as it is unlikely to be discordant with AN testing, which will not significantly alter the very high NPV and when discordant (AN-/OP+) has a <50% PPV, (2) is unlikely to be cost-effective, and (3) has unintended consequences such as overuse of MRSA therapy. Additionally, there is an opportunity to improve PCR ordering to include only those situations in which LRT cultures are lacking.
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